It is shown that calculations of the energy conversion from available potential energy to kinetic energy based on vertical velocities obtained by the so-called adiabatic method may lead to erroneoils results. An analysis of the method shows that it ineasures the difference between the energy conversion from available potential energy to kinctic energy, and the generation of available potential by diabatic heating. This result holds for both zonal and edcly avai1:tble potential energy.
INTRODUCTION
Several iittctiipts h v e been made in the last few p i u s t o estiriiate tlrc iii:inp energy conversions which c a~i take place in the atmosphere. Some of tlie energj-conversions involve only quimtities such as temperature niid the liorizorital components of wind which are readily available from the routine observations. Other energy conversions include the vertical component of the wind which inust be obtained inclirectly from other Observations, because direct observations of thc vertical velocity, applicable to the large-scale flow, are itnpossible to obtitin.
The nietcorological literature contains several approsiniative methods for an indirect calculation of the vertical velocity (see l'imofsky [B] , [7] and Petterssen [SI). I t is generally agreed that n calculation of the vertical velocity directly from the divergence of the wind field tlu-ough the continuity cquiition is possible only in regions of dense diita networks. Furthermore, the accuracy of the wind observations has to be vcry high in order to estimate the divergence of the horizontal wind and, therefore, tlie vertical velocity, with a reasonixble accuracy. Such cnlculations have ncvertheless been attempted (PalmBn [5] itnd Holopnineri [2] ), but since iiii energy conversion c:ilculstioii in order to be representative for the general circulntioii of the atmosphere must include cliita from as Luge a fraction of the globe as possible, i t is iiiipossible to employ this rnethod a t the present time.
Two other inethods have been used to cotnpute verticid velocities. Tlie first is the so-called adiabatic method, liereafter referrcd to as method A, in which the verticnl 1 Paper No. 80 from Department of Meteorology and Occanogmphp, University of Michigan. velocity is computcd from the tIiennod~-~iutiiic equ:ition in the case of 1 7 0 lietit sources b y estimating tlie lociil and advective c1i:iiigcs of teiiipertLture. Tlie second method, method B, coiiiputes the verticd velocity :is a by-product froin i~ baroclinic inodcl used for numerical prediction purposes. Both Binds of vertical velocities have been used in c:dculations of tlie energy cotiversion between available potentid energy and kinetic energy. Method A has been used most estensively by Jctisen [3], but is also used in studies by White and Noliin [15] , and Reed, Wolfe, and Nishimoto [12] [7] ) that method A, when iipplied above tlie frictionid ltiyer, quite often will give reliable estimiitcs of vertical velocities for certain purposes. It is, however, the purpose of this paper to demonstrate that tlie vertical velocities cotiiputed by method R will not give an estiiii:Lte of the energy conversion froin available potential to kinetic energy when they are substituted in the integral which defines this energy conversion. A similiw conclusion has been reached by Holopixinen 121, but since the method has been widely used, nnd further use may be plnnncd for the future, i t seems worthwhile to ~inalyze the situation I% little more closely and find a more iieiirly correct interpretiition of the results. At the same time, we shall make soiiic coiiinients on the use of vertical velocities from inethod B in energy conversion cnlculations.
ENERGY CONVERSIONS AND VERTICAL VELOCITIES
T o bring out the iiiain point in this discussion, we shall restrict ourselves to the quasi-geostrophic formulation of the energetics of tlie atmosphere. When w * is determined from observations, (2.8) is usually written in terms of temperature, da/bt is deterniined by h i t e differences over a period of 12 hr., and the gradient of a is related to the vertical wind shear through the geostrophic thermal wind relation:
Disregarding the finite difference aspects of the calculations, we shall see the effects of substituting (2.8) in (2.5) for an evaluation of C*(A,K). We find which also may be written:
The second term in the integrand integrates to zero, and we find t!lierefore that
The local time derivative in the equations (2.S) to (2.12) is determined from obserxvitions. A comparison between (2.2) and (2.12) therefore shows that when we employ method A, we are not iiiaking an estimate of the energy conversion C ( A , K ) , but we are esti~natiny the ?.ate qf decrease of the available potential energy, becnuse (2.12) also iiii~y be written (2.13) Wc conclude, therefore, from the case treibted above, thnt the measurement is an estimate of the change of availtible potentinl energy or, in terms of energy conversions and generations, the difference between the energy conversion C(A, K ) and the generation G ( A ) , since a coniparison between (2.13) and (2.1) gives:
The arguments above have been presented using the assumptions which are consistent with the quasi-geostrophic formulat,ion. It is true that additional probleins appetir if we go beyond this formulation. However, the geostrophic relation is used in the eraluation of the gradient of a. It is therefore consistent to use this assumption throughout the calculation. It might nevertheless be of interest to evaluate the additional ternis which appear in (2.11) if we use observed winds, and a horizontal variation of the static stability factor in the evaluation of w* from (2.6). We are still'going to use the definition (2.2) of the available potential energy. I n order to make this investigation, we divide the quantities a and u into the area average denoted by a bar and the deviation from the area mean. We note that Z=O and therefore w=w'. Equation (2.6) can be written in the forin
The equation corresponding to (2.12) is obtained from
We get: (2.17) by multiplying by a f / Z and integrating.
The last two terms on the right hand side of (2.18) are the correction terms resulting from the divergent part of the wind and from the horizontal variation of stability. From the definition of u it is easily seen that (2.19) When we substitute (2.19) in the la,st term of (2.18), and make use of the continuity equation, we get for the sum of the two correction terms: which shows that the correction terms conibine to an integral whose value depends on the triple correlation between W * and af2. Such triple correlations are generally assumed to be small (Lorenz [4] ). Correlations of this type are furthermore neglected in arriving at the definition (2.2) of the available potential energy, and should therefore also be neglected in the evaluation. Even if we therefore use non-geostrophic winds and a static sta-
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163 bility variable in the horizontal, we find, with the minor correction given in (2.20), the results stated in (2.13) and (2.14) .
The available potential energy is frequently divided into the available potential energy of the zonal mean, and the available potential energy of the deviation from the zonal mean, the eddies:
The two energies are defined by the expressions and Following Lorenz [41, it ctm be shown that the equations corresponding to (2.1) now can be written:
The definitions of the quantities appearing in (2.27) and (2.28) are given below for easy reference
The problem is now to investigate the implications of: using the adiabatic method A in the evaluation of- K z ) and C(AE,KE) . It will suffice to show the development for the first of the quantities. We obtain the zonal average of the adiabatic vertical velocity from (2. cy* M E , K E ) = CME, K E ) -GME) (2.33) Equations (2.32) and (2.33) show that the general result stated in (2.14) also holds when we divide the energy into the zonal and eddy available potential energy.
The main reason for the results given in (2.14), (2.32), and (2.33) is naturally that we, in the evaluation of w* by method A, satisfy the thermodynamic equation only in the adiabatic case (H=O), but make no use of the equations of motion. The fact that we obtain the difference between C(A,K) and G ( A ) in (2.14) is due to the estimate of dalbt from observations. This procedure gives us no possibility of separating the influence of the vertical velocities and the diabatic heating on the local temperature changes. These relations have been proved by Phillips [9] for the two-parameter case, but follow also directly from (2.34) and (2.35) when the kinetic energy is defined as (2.40)
The main difference between methods A and B is that although in method B we apply assumptions which are similar to those in method A, we do not make use of observed tendencies, and we compute vertical velocities, which in addition to the thermodynamic (adiabatic) equation, also satisfy a simplified form of the vorticity equation derived from the equations of motion. As the energy relations (2.38) and (2.39) show, we know that the vertical velocities, computed from the model, will, when substituted in (2.5), measure the energy conversion C ( A , K ) in the model. If such calculations shall be estimates of the energy processes which take place in the atmosphere it is naturally required that the model is a good approximation of the atmosphere. Although the baroclinic models which have been used in the calculations of C ( A , K ) leave much to be desired in terms of accuracy, there is little doubt that they are good first approximations 1 The notation o** indicates a vertical velocity computed from some form of a quasigeostrophic model.
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to the large-scale flow of the atmosphere (Phillips [ll] ). Furthermore, the models are used only in a diagnostic sense. We therefore need not be concerned with the inaccuracies caused by extended numerical integrations in time.
On the basis of tlie previous discussion, it is thus plausible that calculations of the energy conversion (? (A, K ) should be based on vertical velocities computed from a quasi-geostrophic model. The model should ntiturtilly be as realistic as possible, having a larger vertical resolution than before and including frictional effects and a better lower boundary condition. I n a previous study of the w-equation including the diabatic heating (WiinNielsen [17]) it was concluded that the \-ertical velocities generated by heating on the large scale are of sufficient magnitude to alter the conversion C (A, K ) . The indications are therefore that the heating, a t least on certain scales, is important. It is difficult to see a t the present time how this effect can be incorporated.
SOME NUMERICAL ESTIMATES
l'he results obtained in section 2 can be tested in a preliniinary way by using some numerical values obtained by different investigations. The main results of our analysis are summarized in (2.32) and (2.33).
We shall first investigate tbe energy conrersion for the eddies by taking the numerical ralues obtained by Jensen [3] . It is unfortunately not possible to make a similar test of the encrgy conversion C(Az, K z ) because Jensen [3] does not give the values of C*(Az, Kz). However, he reproduces the zonal and time averages of teiiiperature for the months as a function of latitude and pressure (his tables 3 nnd 4) and t h e corresponding values of the vertical velocities, w* (his tables 1 and 2). It is possible t o make an evtiluation of C*(Az, Kz) froin these timeaveraged values. The results of the calcultttion will give the energy Conversion C (Az, Kz) carricd out by the so-called meridional "standing" eddies. Such a cnlculation has been made for the inonths January iind April 1958 to test the order of magnitude of C*(Az, Kz) assuming that the greater part of the conversion is accounted for by the "standing" eddies.
The calculation which we wnnt to perform is given by the foriiiula:
The data given for the calculation are the values of the temperatures Tz and the vertical velocities wz. We can introduce thsse quantities in (3.1) by using the gas equation The area average of the temperature can be determined from the formula in which A 4 corresponds to 10' of latitudes or A6=a/lS.
When these results are introduced in (3.1) we find (3. 7)
The integration with respect to pressure has also been Wc may summarize tlie carried out using a finite sum. procedure by writing I n the numerics1 integration we have taken the values in the layer between 100 and 50 nib. to represent the total layer from 100 nib. to the top of the atnmsphere, but the contribution from this layer is insignificant for the results in any case. Since it is known from calculations using method B that C(A,,K,) is very small compared to other energy conversions, we hare approsiniately set.-' set.-' which is in good agreement with the value for -C,* ( A Z , K d .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main conclusion from the paper is that the so-called adiabatic niethod for calcultitions of vertical velocities will give erroneous results if it is applied to tlie calculatjons of the energy conversion between available potential energy and kinetic energy. It is shown that the inetliod gives the difference between this energy conversion and the generation of available potential energy by diabatic processes. The conclusion holds for both zonal and eddy available potential energy.
Additional complications appear if observed winds and horizontal variations of static stability are used in the calculations of vertical velocities by tlie adiabatic method. It is, however, shown that these factors result in only three factor correlations which supposedly are sinall.
The results of the analysis are tested by applying them to a comparison of energy conversions and generations computed by different methods. Although the comparison is made difficult by the fiict that the different calculations are not based on the same data, we obtained general agreement a t least in orders of magnitude.
